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Join this global dialogue on transformation
opportunities for transport
Transport and Climate Change Week (TCCW) is an opportunity
for capacity building among representatives of public entities
around the world. Internationally renowned experts on
sustainable mobility will offer training sessions and be
available for in-depth discussions.

The 5th edition will consist of meetings at regional
hubs in Africa, Asia, Europe and in Latin America we
will meet in Bogotá. A hybrid event from Berlin will
collect the results of the regional hubs and connect
participants from all over the world.

How to join?
ON SITE
Connect in person with other
national representatives in
Bogota.

ON DEMAND
Soak up as much knowledge as
possible. Recordings will be
available after the event.

#TransportWeek22
#wechangetransport

A global event with a perspective from
Latin America
• The regional agenda for Latin America and the Caribbean
will take place in person between Monday 09.05 and
Thursday 12.05.
• On Wednesday, the Latin American activities will
be live transmitted as part of the general program and
will guide the conversations at global level.
• Experts from all continents will follow the regional
agenda and join the debate virtually.
• In addition, parts of the Latinamerican regional agenda
will be streamed throughout the rest of the week with the
goal of expanding the discussion from other regions.

Fußnote
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Join us in Bogotá!
Why a Latinamerican on-site event?
We want to generate a space for exchange in Latin America that will allow us to
share advances and topics of interest for sustainable mobility, highlight valuable
experiences in the region, facilitate connections, share advances, solutions and
stories of change to transform transportation.

Why join us on-site?
1. Field visit in a reference city for sustainable transport system
2. Spend a week with ca. 50 others experts
3. Networking and Exchange in person with peers from the region

On-site LATAM Programme
Monday

Tuesday

Welcoming session

Experiences from Latin America for the
promotion of active mobility. An exercise in
the framework of Colombia's next National
Active Mobility Strategy with a gender and
differential perspective.

From the right to the city to the right to
mobility

Latam AM
Coffee Talk: Global Agenda Report

Care as an essential axis for the
construction of an equitable mobility
system

Decarbonizing Last
Mile Logistics in
Latin American
Cities: Sustainable
Urban Logistics in
Latin America

Mobility as an
opportunity for
sustainable recovery

Let's agree: leading inclusive mobility
Field visit.
Bicycle public policy,
Bogotá.
Case Study: Colegio
de la Bicicleta

LATAM
PM
Integrated Planning: Mobility in Context

Latam Eve

Wecoming cocktail

"De-TESLA-zar"
electric mobility:
public transport and
digitalization, the
key to zero
emissions in Latin
America and the
Caribbean

Digitization of Active
Mobility on the Road:
Experiences,
Opportunities and
Challenges in the
Digitization of
Mobility in LATC

Wednesday

Thursday

Coffee & Wine Chat Exchange between
Asian and Latin American SUMPs

Global drivers for sustainable mobility:
debate between continents

Welcome to the Latin American Day

Financing climate projects in the
Transportation Sector

Beyond NDC targets: challenges to close
the gaps
DOs and DON'Ts of bankable projects
Transportation playing its role in the NDC

Helping cities adapt to climate change:
Tactical urbanism, a powerful tool to
achieve it!

Bogota Move to
Zero : a leader in
public-private
commitments to
electromobility

Guidelines for the
design of Bicycle
Infrastructure such
as Ciclo Alameda
Medio Milenio in
Bogota and Bicycle
Sharing Programs in
Colombian Cities.

Pitch with funders: Plans and projects
conference

Sustainable transportation, success stories:
financing with multisectoral investment

Closure of event

Farewell dinner

Join us and adquire new
knowledge, develop new
ideas and be part of the
global community for
sustainable transport!
9 – 13 May 2022
www.transportweek.org
transportweek@giz.de
#TransportWeek22
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